I. Introduction
Cloud Computing has already changed the way that people think about and use the information technology services. Cloud data storage is one of such services in which data is stored, managed, remotely backed up and accessed by users over the Internet. whenzthe organization need to depend on cloud computing solution as intelligent solution ,the first problem faces the organization is to choosing the appropriate provider between different available providers, especially in the cases of confused portfolios, which contain a complex pricing models and different criteria's [1] . for addressing this problem , this paper provides an improved multi-criteria decision making method , which based on neutrosophic to help the organization to choose the best appropriate providers achieving high degree of security and privacy according their requirements map .
II. NEUTROSOPHIC THEORY
In 1995, Smarandache starting from philosophy (fretted to distinguish between absolute truth and relative truth or between absolute falsehood and relative falsehood in logics, and respectively between absolute membership and relative membership or absolute non-membership and relative non-membership in set theory) began to use the non-standard analysis. Also, inspired from the sport games (winning, defeating, or tie scores), from votes (pro, contra, null/black votes), from positive/negative/zero numbers, from yes/no/NA, from decision making and control theory (making a decision, not making, or hesitating), from accepted/rejected/pending, etc. and guided by the fact that the law of excluded middle did not work any longer in the modern logics, Smarandache combined the non-standard analysis with a tricomponent logic/set/probability theory and with philosophy [2, 3] .
III. CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud computing can be defined as a new model for the dynamic provisioning of computing services without need to install them physically in the organization [4] . Cloud computing also enables their clients to use software and other resources remotely on demand services .Nowadays, cloud computing is one of the most intelligent solutions for organizations and clients. Cloud computing provides five type of service model [5 ,6 ] ;The first service model is software as a service (SaaS) which enabling the organization to use the software online without needing to install it physically in the organization machines [7:11] ,This ability helps the organizations to reduce the cost of hiring software ,in addition to these the ability of improving the property of sharing knowledge ,maintenance ,support ,security and backup .The second service model is called platform as a service(PaaS) which enables the organization to run and test their work online without needing to install the platform or environment in the organization [11:13] , The third model is called infrastructure as the service(IaaS) which enable the organization to use the available resource as storage space or networking resources on line .the fourth service model is identity as a service (IDaaS) identity as a service offer management of user digital data and also helps in the process of authentication .The last model is a network as a service (NaaS) which helps the clients to access secured and protected network easily and on demand [11, 12, 13] . Choosing appropriate provider is one of the most important tasks for cloud computing customers.
Choosing appropriate cloud computing providers leads to great benefits for the customers such as improving security and performance and etc .Cloud computing customers depends on many factors in the process of evaluation providers such as accountability, Agiliabilty, Assurance, management, performance ,security and etc [14, 15] .Because Security is one of most important factor for any customers or organization , so the organizations must depends on appropriate secured provider to secure their data ,improving their privacy ,and other security issues .In this chapter we uses improved neutrosophic multi criteria decision making method algorithm to choose appropriate cloud computing provider based on top ten risks as it was stated in (OWASP).
IV. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we introduce an improved neutrosophic decision making algorithm for choosing the appropriate provider according the organization needs. The algorithm is used to rank the cloud computing providers according the requirements of the customers. The improved neutrosophic decision making method allows the degree of satisfaction, non un-satisfaction and indeterminacy of each alternative with respect to a set of criteria to be represented by neutrosophic sets, respectively. It allows the decision maker to assign and adjust the degree of satisfaction, un-satisfaction, and indeterminacy of the criteria to a vague concept .importance of criteria Algorithm 1. An improved neutrosophic multi criteria decision making method 
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Weighted matrix = Square (Scoring matrix) -[(1-accuracy matrix)/2)]
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